
A Teaching and Learning Bulletin Board

Cut apart the literary element cards and display them on your bulletin board. Use a wipe-off 

marker to highlight or circle text on the cards. To erase, use a paper towel or damp cloth.

Looking for Literary Elements
Use the cards from your display to introduce students to literary elements they often 

encounter in works of fiction. Each card features a particular literary element (such as 

character, setting, plot, theme, tone, figurative language, and point of view), a definition of that 

element, and examples to reinforce students’ understanding. To prepare for your lesson, 

choose the literary element you want to teach and select a book or reading passage that 

contains a solid example of that element. (Check the examples provided on the literary 

element card for ideas about what to look for when deciding on your reading selection.) 

Then follow these basic steps to prepare for and present the lesson:

1.  Preview the book or passage and prepare a few questions that will help students explore 

and focus on the literary element.

2.  Gather students, name the literary element you’ll be introducing, then point out that 

card on the display. Read the definition and examples on the card. (If desired, underline 

key words in the definition.) Ask students to keep the literary element in mind as you 

read the story.

3.  Read the book or passage aloud. Be sure to read slowly, clearly, and loudly, using dramatic 

emphasis to help bring the words alive.

4.  Upon completing the text, review and discuss the definition of the literary element. Work 

with students to identify the parts of the text that exemplify the element. Use the questions 

you prepared to guide students and help them focus on relevant information.

5.  Throughout the lesson, ask more questions or share additional information to help students 

build higher-level thinking skills.

6.  To extend the lesson, encourage students to reexamine the book or passage and discuss  

what they learned. They might also compare and contrast the story with another story  

they have read.
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Connections to the  
Common Core State Standards

The activities in this teaching guide align 
with the following Common Core State 
Standards for English Language Arts for 
Reading. For more information, visit  
www.corestandards.org.

READING STANDARDS FOR 
LITERATURE
Key Ideas and Details 
RL.3.1, RL.3.2, RL.3.3
RL.4.1, RL.4.2, RL.4.3
RL.5.1, RL.5.2, RL.5.3
RL.6.1, RL.6.2, RL.6.3

Craft and Structure
RL.3.4, RL.3.6
RL.4.6
RL.5.4, RL.5.6
RL.6.4, RL.6.5, RL.6.6

Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
RL.3.7
RL.4.9
RL.5.9
RL.6.9

Range of Reading and Level  
of Text Complexity
RL.3.10, RL.4.10, RL.5.10, RL.6.10

Bulletin board text and teaching guide activities adapted from Literary Elements Write-On/Wipe-Off Flip Chart  
by Liza Charlesworth & Justin McCory Martin (2013, Scholastic Inc.).
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Using the Reproducibles
Reinforce students’ understanding 

of literary elements with the graphic 

organizers on pages 3 and 4. To use,  

do the following:

 ♦ Venn Diagram: This open-ended 

diagram can be used to compare 

the characters, settings, plot, theme, 

tone, and mood, as well as other 

attributes between two stories. To 

prepare, copy the diagram (page 3) 

and fill in the titles of the two stories 

you want students to compare. Then 

label the lines in the circles with the 

literary element. (For Character, fill in 

a character’s name from each story.) 

Copy a class supply of the page and 

distribute to students. Have them 

work individually, in small groups, or 

as a class to complete the diagram.

 ♦ Literary Element Web: Students 

can use the story web (page 4) to 

explore different elements of a story. 

First, ask them to write the title of a 

story on a copy of the page. Then 

have them label the middle oval with 

the literary element, such as Setting, 

Figurative Language, or Flashback. 

To complete, students fill in each 

outer oval with an example of that 

element. For Character or Setting, 

they can label each outer oval with a 

descriptive word for the subject. For 

Plot, students can fill in events from 

the story, then number them in the 

order in which they occurred.

Writing With Literary Elements
After introducing and exploring a literary element, invite students 

to use what they know about that element in a writing activity. To 

further reinforce learning, encourage students to share their writing 

with classmates or the whole class. The following activities address the 

literary elements featured on your display: 

Character: Have students take the main character of a story and write a 

brand new mini-story about that character. Remind them to stay true to 

the character’s personality and attributes.

Setting: Ask students to write about their favorite real-world setting. 

Encourage them to use sensory details to bring their writing to life.

Plot, Conflict, and Resolution: Working individually or in pairs, 

have students write an original mini-story complete with a plot, conflict, 

and resolution. Encourage them to examine, edit, and revise their 

writing as needed to ensure that they include each of the three elements.

Theme: Review the examples of theme on the Theme card. Then have 

students choose one and write a mini-story to support that message.

Dialogue: Challenge students to write a mini-story that is told 

completely through dialogue between two or more characters. You 

might provide them with a story-starter, such as: “I see the Big Bad Wolf in 

the woods,” whispered Paula Pig. “Oh, no! He sees us, too!” quivered Peter Pig. 

Encourage students to avoid overusing the word said in their dialogue.

Tone: Have students rewrite their own version of a familiar story using 

a different tone. If desired, they can choose a tone from the examples 

listed on the Tone card. 

Mood: Ask students to think of a story that makes them feel a certain 

way—such as cheerful, rejected, excited, or fearful—as they read. Have 

them rewrite the story to try to elicit a different mood from readers.

Figurative Language and Symbolism: Have students invent a 

new mini-story for the characters of the story you shared in your 

Figurative Language lesson. Encourage them to include as many similes, 

metaphors, and examples of symbolism as they can. (You might point 

out that metaphors are figures of speech that use symbolism.)

Flashback: Invite students to flashback on their own lives! Have them 

travel back in time, tap their memories, and then write about an event 

that happened to them in the past.

Foreshadowing: Have students place a character from a familiar story 

into a mini-story of their own design. Challenge them to incorporate 

foreshadowing in their story by giving hints about events that will 

happen later in the story.

Allusion: Encourage students to write a mini-story that uses one or 

more allusions from facts, events, or stories that are familiar to your class 

(such as a fairy tale or popular children’s book).

Point of View: Ask students to choose a simple fairy tale (such as Little 

Red Riding Hood or Goldilocks and the Three Bears) and rewrite it from one 

of the points of view listed on the Point of View card.
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